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Abstract. Multiple-choice reading comprehension task has seen a recent surge of popularity, aiming at choosing the correct option from candidate options for the question referring to a related passage. Previous
work focuses on factoid-based questions but ignore opinion-based questions. Options of opinion-based questions are usually sentiment phrases,
such as “Good” or “Bad”. It causes that previous work fail to model the
interactive information among passage, question and options, because
their approaches are based on the premise that options contain rich semantic information. To this end, we propose a Reconstructed Option
Rereading Network (RORN) to tackle it. We ﬁrst reconstruct the options based on question. Then, the model utilize the reconstructed options to generate the representation of options. Finally, we fed into a
max-pooling layer to obtain the ranking score for each opinion. Experiments show that our proposed achieve state-of-art performance on the
Chinese opinion questions machine reading comprehension datasets in
AI challenger competition.
Keywords: Machine Reading Comprehension. · Opinion Analysis

1 Introduction
Multiple-choice reading comprehension(MCRC) is a major form of machine reading comprehension (MRC) task, which requires a system to read a given passage and a question for choosing the correct option from the candidate options.
Questions of MCRC task are generally divided into factoid-based questions and
opinion-based questions. Figure 1 shows two diﬀerent types of question. As we
can see, the options of factoid-based question usually have abundant context
information, but the options of opinion-based question usually select a opinion
with some short sentiment phrases such as “Yes” and “No”. AI challenger 20181
deﬁnes a new sub-task called Opinions Question Machine Reading Comprehension, which needs to choose a opinion option from candidates.
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Fig. 1. The above is a factoid-based question, and other is an opinion-based question.

Many previous studies have introduced neural-based models on multiplechoice reading comprehension [16, 24, 18, 21, 12, 23, 9], which typically have following pipelines. Firstly, they encode the passage, question and candidate options to generate the contextual representation of them respectively. Secondly,
attention mechanisms are employed to acquire the interaction representation
among them. Further more, they prove that consider option correlations contribute to the semantic representation. Finally, the ﬁnal output module computes scores of options based on score function to generate the ﬁnal predictions.
Though previous work achieve promising results in recent years, they cannot
handle the opinion-based questions. When reading the passage, understanding
the semantic information of options is a common strategy for human beings,
which inspires most of existing models. But the strategy is ineﬀective in opinionbased questions, because options of opinion-based questions always do not contain the context information. Taking Figure 1 as a example, we are able to gain
more context information from factoid-based options but we cannot access more
from candidate options such as ”YES” and ”NO”.
In these paper, we present a novel model to trackle opinion-based questions
in multiple choice reading comprehension task. Firstly, Our model introduces
a simple but eﬀective method to reconstruct opinion options to acquire the semantic information of options. Then, we employ BERT[2] as our encoder to ob-
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tain the context representation of reconstructed options, questions and passages.
Then we apply the co-attention mechanism to fuse the information between each
options and passage, the rereaded option representation for each option is computed with self-attention mechanism. Finally, we utilize the max pooling layer
to make the ﬁnal prediction.
We conduct experiments on Opinions Question Machine Reading Comprehension dataset in AI challenger 2018. Our experiments show that the validity
of option reconstruction and option rereading with passage-aware information.
Our contributions can be summarized as:
(1) We reconstruct options of the opinion-based questions, which supplement
more semantic information of options.
(2) Attention mechanisms is employed to generate more subtle context-aware
representation of the options.
(3) Experiments demonstrate that the model achieve state-of-the-art on Opinion
Questions Machine Reading Comprehension datasets.

2

Related Work

Multiple-choice reading comprehension (MCRC) is a major form of machine
reading comprehension (MRC) task, aiming to selecting the correct answer from
candidate options given a question and a passage. There are some large-scale
datasets for this task, such as MCTest [10] and RACE [4]. Diﬀering from extractive machine reading comprehension datasets such as SQuAD [8]and NewsQA [15],
the correct answer for most questions in MCRC may not directly appear in the
original passage.
With the rapid development of deep learning, various neural networks have
been proposed for MCRC in recent years [1, 22, 16, 3, 14, 5, 24, 18, 12, 23, 9]. The
Stanford AR [1] and GA Reader [3] variants are used to encode question and
passage independent of options, ignoring their correlations. Trischler et al. [16]
incorporates hierarchy to compare passage, questions and candidate options. The
model [24] observes that leveraging candidate options to boost evidence gathering from the passage play a vital role in this task. So go further, the DCMN[23]
model the relationship among passage, question and options bidirectionally, and
the OCN[9] incorporate the correlation of options to identify more sublte correlations between options to help reasoning. Their approach is based on the premise
that options contain rich semantic information.
Recently, the pre-trained language models such as GPT[7], ELMo[6] and
BERT[2] have achieved huge success on various nature language processing
datasets, including SQuAD [8]. More and more models treat them as a strong
encoder to generate contextual representation or even simple make a ﬁnetune
on them[23, 9].
Almost all the models consider factoid-based questions, in which candidate
options can boost the performance of these models. In our RORN model, we
focus on opinion-based questions and utilize the strategy that reread options
with the information of passage to answer question.
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Fig. 2. Framework of our RORN model.

3

Model

The architecture of RORN is show in Figure 2. It contains four modules: (1)
Opinion options reconstruction module, which reconstructs the opinion options
based on question; (2)Encoder layer module, which extracts features with BERT
for passage, question and option respectively; (3) Fusion layer module, which
acquires the representation of context-aware options; (4) Output layer module,
which is employed to generate the ﬁnal answer. Then, we formally deﬁne MCRC
task. Thare is a passage P = {p1 , p2 , ..., pn } with n tokens , a question Q =
{q1 , q2 , ..., qm } with m tokens and a set of options O = {O1 , O2 , ..., Ok } with k
options, where each option is Ok = {ok1 , ok2 , ...okno } is a option with no tokens.
Our model aims to compute a probability for each option and take the one with
higher probability as the prediction answer.
3.1

Opinion Options Reconstruction

In this module, we reconstruct options according to the question to enhance
the contextual information of options. For diﬀerent type of question, we use
templates to rewrite them.
We ﬁsrt divide question to three types, which contain Normal Question,
Question with diﬀerent opinions and Question with comparison. For
these types of questions, we do respectively:
Normal Question: This type of question always contain only one view of a speciﬁc object, like “在上海读国际高中好吗” (How about going to international
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high school in Shanghai?). We ﬁrst remove question words such as “吗” and
“么” , then each opinion option replace the raw opinion word in the question
to generate reconstructed options respectively.
Question with diﬀerent opinions: This type of question includes two opposite
opinions, like “早上空腹吃芝士威化饼会不会发胖” (Do you get fat if you eat
cheese wafers on an empty stomach in the morning?), we transform the opposite
opinions such as“会不会” to single opinion “会” or “不会”.
Question with comparison: This type of question compare two entities in the
same view, like“学数控技术好还是修车好” (Is it better to learn NC technology
or to repair cars in college?), we split it to two options with only one entity.
If the question cannot be overwritten by templates, we remove question words
of question and then cat it with each raw option.
There are some examples shown in the Table 1.
Table 1. Some examples of reconstructed options
Question
在上海读国际高中好吗？(How
about going to international
high school in Shanghai?)

Raw Option Reconstructed Option
好(Good)

在上海读国际高中好。(It is good at
international high school in Shanghai.)

不好(Bad)

在上海读国际高中不好。(It is bad at
international high school in Shanghai.)

早上空腹吃芝士威化饼会不会
会(Yes)
发胖？ (Do you get fat if you
eat cheese wafers on an empty
stomach in the morning?)
不会(No)
数控技术
大专学数控技术好还是修车好？ (NC
(Is it better to learn NC
technology)
technology or to repair cars in
修车(Repair
college?)
cars)

3.2

早上空腹吃芝士威化饼会发胖 (You will
get fat if you eat cheese wafers on an
empty stomach in the morning.)
早上空腹吃芝士威化饼不会发胖 (You
won’t get fat if you eat cheese wafers on
an empty stomach in the morning.)
大专学数控技术好。 (It is better to learn
NC technology in college.)
大专学修车好。 (It is better to learn to
repair cars in college.)

Encoder Layer

We encode the tokens with BERT [2]. BERT has become one of the most successful natural language representation models in various NLP tasks. BERT’s
model architecture is a multi-layer bidirectional Transfomer [17] encoder, which
is pre-trained on large-scale corpus. We use BERT as an encoder. It takes as input passage P , question Q and each option Ok , then computes the context-aware
representation for each token .
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n
th
Speciﬁcally, given passage P = {pi }m
i=1 ,question Q = {qj }j=1 , and the k
nk
option Ok = {oj }j=1 , we pack them as a sequence of length m + n + nk + 4 as
follows:
(1)
S = [⟨CLS⟩, P, ⟨SEP ⟩, Q, ⟨SEP ⟩, Ok , ⟨SEP ⟩]

where ⟨CLS⟩ is a speciﬁc classiﬁer token and ⟨SEP ⟩ is a sentence separator
which are deﬁned in BERT.
Then the sequence is fed to BERT to generate the context-aware representation for each token in sequence. The output vectors of BERT are denoted
as:
[P ; Q; O k ] = BERT(S)
(2)
where P ∈ Rd×n , Q ∈ Rd×m , O k ∈ Rd×nk , and BERT(·) denotes the network
deﬁned in [2].
3.3

Fusion layer

This module aims to generate the passage-aware representation of each option
and reread each option. We utilize the co-attention[20] mechanism to capture the
context information of passage to option. Then the self-attention[19] mechanism
apply to understand each option deeply.
First, we deﬁne our attention weight function. Given input matrices U =
d×N
d×M
{ui }N
and V = {vj }M
, We compute the similarity matrix
i=1 ∈ R
i=1 ∈ R
N ×M
S∈R
, which contains a similarity score sij for each pair (ui , vj ):
sij = v T [ui ; v j ; ui ◦ v j ]

(3)

where ◦ denotes the element-wise multiplication operation and [·; ·] denotes
column-wise concatenation, And then the attention weight function Att(·) is
deﬁned as:
[
]
exp (sij )
S̄ = Att(U , V ) = ∑
(4)
i exp (sij ) i,j
and S̄ ∈ RN ×M is the attention weight matrix.
For each option Ok , the co-attention is performed as:
S̄ k = Att(O k , P )

(5)

p

S̄ k = Att(P , O k )
p
Ô k
p
Ō k
p
Ō k

=

(6)

p

(7)

= [P ; O k S̄ k ]S̄ k

p
ReLU(W p Ô k

+ bp )

(8)

, Wp ∈ R
and b ∈ R are the trainable parameters.
where
∈R
Then, mimicking humans, the options will be reread with passage via selfattention mechanism.
s
p
p
Ō k = Att(Ō k , Ō k )
(9)
d×2d

d×nk

f

p

d

s

p

p

Ō k = [Ō k ; Ō k ; Ō k − O sk ; Ō k ◦ O sk ; ]

(10)
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(11)

where W f ∈ Rd×4d and bf ∈ Rd is the trainable parameter and O fk ∈ Rd×nk is
the ﬁnal representation of the k th option.
3.4

Output Layer

To aggregate the ﬁnal representation for each condidate option, a row-wise max
f
pooling layer is employed to Ō k :
f

Ō k = maxpooling(Ō k )

(12)

where Ō k ∈ Rd .
And then the score sk of option Ok to be the correct answer is computed as:
sk = MLP(Ō k )

(13)

where MLP is a 2-layer full connect feed-forward network.
The probability P (Ok |Q, P ) of option Qk to be the correct answer is computed as:
exp(sk )
(14)
P (k|Q, P, O) = ∑
i exp(si )
And our loss function is computed as followed:
L(θ) = −

1 ∑
log(P (k̂i |Qi , Pi , Oi ))
N i

(15)

where θ denotes all trainable parameters, N is the training example number,
and k̂i is the ground truth for the ith example.

4

Experiments

4.1

Experimental settings

Dataset
We conduct experiments on the Opinion Questions Machine Reading Comprehension dataset in the AIChallenger competition 2 , in which questions are optionbased questions. There are 270,000 and 30,000 examples in the training set and
development set respectively. We divide the original development set into two
parts evenly, one as a split development set for tuning model and the other one
as a split test set, which contains 15,000 examples respectively.
Implementation Details
2

The dataset can be downloaded in https://challenger.ai/competition/oqmrc2018.
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Our model is implemented with pytorch3 , and uses the framework4 for BERT
model. We use pre-trained BERT on chinese corpus5 to initialize our encoder.
We use Adam optimizer and the learning rate uses the linear schedule to decrease
from 3 × 10−5 to 0. Passages, questions and options are trimmed to 300, 30 and
30 tokens respectively. In this work, other hyper-parameter are shown in Table 2
Table 2. Hyper-parameter of our model
Paramete Name
Train epochs
Batch size
Hidden units
Learning rate
Dropout
Max sequence length

4.2

Value
5
12
786
0.00003
0.8
384

Baselines

We choose several baselines:
(1) MwAN [13] is a baseline for modeling sentence pair. It proposes the multiway attention network which employ multiple attention function. It is provided as a baseline by the oﬃcial6 .
(2) BiDAF [11] is a strong baseline for MRC tasks. It is a typical neural-based
MRC model which utilizes bi-directional attention to obtain query-aware
context representation. We compress the representation with max-pooling
layer, then feed it into a 2-layer full connect feed-forward network for classiﬁcation.
(3) RNET7 [19] is one of the top MRC models. It introduces a self-matching
attention mechanism to reﬁne the representation by matching the passage
against itself. The model is designed for SQuAD-style datasets. So we replace
its output layer with a 2-layer full connect feed-forward network.
(4) BERT [2] is a powerful pre-trained language model based on Transfomer[17].
We ﬁnetune the model with a linear layer on top of the pooled output of
BERT.
3
4
5

6
7

https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch
https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrained-BERT
https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_11_03/chinese_L-12_H768_A-12.zip
https://github.com/AIChallenger/AI_Challenger_2018
https://github.com/HKUST-KnowComp/R-Net
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Table 3. The results of diﬀerent models.
Model
MwAN [13]
BiDAF [11]
RNET [19]
BERT ﬁnetune [2]
RORN(ours)

4.3

Dev(%acc) Test(%acc)
69.98
69.16
70.48
69.32
72.84
72.42
74.18
73.75
79.07
78.33

Experimental results

Table 3 shows the results of our RORN model achieve better than other models,
which is 4.58% higher in value than BERT ﬁnetune model. Our single RORN
model achieves 78.33% in term of accuracy.
The modiﬁed RNET model is our original baseline for the competition, which
can be at the top of the competition leaderboard with complicated data preprocessing. Our RORN model has huge improvement than RNET model, which
demonstrates that our model can eﬀectively handle opinion-based questions.
4.4

The Eﬀectiveness of Option Reconstruction

To study the eﬀectiveness of opinion-based option reconstruction, we conduct
experiments on the dataset. Table 4 presents their comparison results. We can
observe that the RORN model without option reconstruction shows performance
drop with 1.81%. The results demonstrate that our reconstruction module can
eﬀectively obtain the context of opinion options to improve performance.
4.5

Attention Mechanisms Ablation

In this section, we conduct ablation stduy on attention mechanisms to examine
the eﬀectiveness of each attention mechanism. The experimental results are listed
in Table 5.
From the best model, if we remove the co-attention mechanism, the accuracy
drops by 1.16% on the test set, and if the self-attention mechanism is removed,
the accuracy drops by appropriately 1.12% on the test set. The results suggests
that rereading the options with passage has more important to guide the model.
When we remove all attention mechanisms, the performance of the model
drops 2.25%, which demonstrate that attention mechanisms is indispensable for
our model.
4.6

Error Analysis

Based on the analysis of misclassiﬁed our instances, we can ﬁnd some main
reasons for misclassiﬁcation as follows:
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Table 4. Eﬀectiveness of option reconstruction.
Model
RORN w/o Reconstruction
RORN

Dev(%acc) Test(%acc)
77.25
76.52
79.07
78.33

Table 5. Inﬂuence of diﬀerent attention mechanisms.
Model
RORN w/o attention
RORN w/o co-attention
RORN w/o self-attention
RORN

Dev(%acc) Test(%acc)
76.81
76.08
77.24
77.17
77.82
77.21
79.07
78.33

Table 6. Error instances
Instances
柠檬水的正确泡法用凉水还是热水？ (Cold or hot water is the correct
way to soak lemonade?)
泡柠檬的水温一般在60到70℃比较合适。 (The water temperature to
make soak lemonade is between 60 and 70 degrees centigrade.)
小孩头皮撞破皮了需要剃光头吗？(Does a child need to shave his head
when his scalp breaks?)
宝宝头皮撞破最好是别沾水,会引起伤口发炎的。 (Baby scalp breakage
is best not to touch water, it will cause wound inﬂammation.)

(1) Some example need external knowledge or complicated reasoning to infer
answer. Taking the ﬁsrt instance in Table 6 as a example, we need to know
common sense like ”Water of 60 to 70 degrees is hot water.” to identify the
right answer.
(2) There are some questions whose answers are uncertain according to the passage. The second instance in Table 6 shows a similar situation. We should
introduce corresponding solutions to distinguish these questions which can
not answer with context.
(3) Some manually annotated example are ambiguous or wrong, which mislead
our model to predict wrong answer.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose RORN model for opinion questions reading comprehension task. We use simple but eﬀective method to reconstruct the opinion-based
options, which can obtain the context information of options. Then the lastest
breakthrough, BERT, is treated as our power encoder in our model. Mimicking
humans, two attention mechanisms are employed to fuse semantic information
among the passage, question and options. The experimental results demonstrate
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that our option reconstruction can boost our performance and two type of attention mechanism can inﬂuence the context-level fusion.
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